Deep learning and virtual drug screening
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Current drug development is still costly and slow given tremendous technological advancements in drug discovery and medicinal chemistry. Using machine learning (ML) to virtually screen compound libraries promises to fix this for generating drug leads more efficiently and accurately. Herein, we explain the broad basics and integration of both virtual screening (VS) and ML. We then discuss artificial neural networks (ANNs) and their usage for VS. The ANN is emerging as the dominant classifier for ML in general, and has proven its utility for both structure-based and ligand-based VS. Techniques such as dropout, multitask learning and convolution improve the performance of ANNs and enable them to take on chemical meaning when learning about the drug-target-binding activity of compounds.
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**Virtual screening**

Virtual screening (VS) has emerged in recent years as a way to expedite drug development – a process that takes years and, as of 2014, costs an estimated US$2.87 billion [1]. VS takes place at the early discovery phase, in which the most promising lead compounds are found in large chemical databases. This used to primarily be done through high-throughput screening (HTS), an *in vitro* method involving conducting assays on thousands of compounds. While new technologies have made HTS less time consuming, it is only through virtual methods that the yield of initial screens can be greatly increased. Instead of physically testing every compound in a given library, VS entails the computation of the compounds’ properties in order to predict which will be most favorable to bind to the desired drug target. There are two types of VS: structure-based virtual screening (SBVS) and ligand-based virtual screening (LBVS). SBVS uses the 3D structure of a compound to predict its drug-target-binding affinity. One common way to do this is through docking, in which the compound and target are placed together in a simulation. Calculations of chemical potential influence the output of the scoring function, which is a metric of how probable it is for the two molecules to noncovalently bind [2]. One of the most widely used docking programs is AutoDock Vina [3]. On the other hand, LBVS uses molecular and chemical properties (often represented by molecular fingerprints [4] or
molecular descriptors \([5,6]\)) to check similarity between a test compound and a known ligand of the target. LBVS is based on the idea that compounds with similar properties will have similar target-binding activity \([7]\).

No matter whether the VS is structure based or ligand based (or uses a combination of both), pre- and postprocessing is required. Even though the virtual nature of VS enables researchers to test as many compounds as they would like from public chemogenomics libraries (such as ChemBL \([8]\), PubChem \([9]\) or ZINC \([10]\)) or private libraries from pharmaceutical companies, it is crucial to filter before conducting the actual screen. Filtering often involves removing duplicate/excessively similar compounds, as well as compounds that are unlikely to be effective drugs. The latter is determined through established metrics like Lipinski’s Rule of Five \([11]\) or rules for predicted drug leadlikeness \([12]\).

**Machine learning**

The power of VS is bolstered with the use of machine learning (ML). Rather than conducting computationally expensive simulations or exhaustive similarity searches, a good ML model is able to screen for predicted hits much faster. In order to understand how ML can be applied to VS, one must first have a solid grasp of what ML is.

ML is a method of achieving artificial intelligence, the ability of a machine to implement intelligent tasks. The core idea behind ML is that, instead of writing an algorithm to turn inputs into outputs, it is possible to train a classifier that generates some sort of algorithm based on pairs of inputs and outputs, which can then be used on unseen inputs to provide new outputs. In the context of VS, this means that we can create a model which predicts if a given compound will bind to a given target after being trained on a dataset containing both compounds that are known to bind and compounds that are known to not bind. Finding such a model is not easy. A balance must be struck between accuracy on the training set and generalizability to unseen data. If too much weight is given to performance on the training data, then there is risk of overfitting, which will lead to poor performance on test data. However, poor performance can also come from an underfitted classifier. The strategy for balancing these extremes is called the structural risk minimization principle \([13]\). Different classifiers have different ways of following structural risk minimization.

Regardless of the type of classifier being used, it is crucial to estimate its level of accuracy. Accuracy can be tested by checking the predictions the trained classifier makes on a test set of inputs against their real outputs – a process which is called validation. Because validating a classifier on the same data on which it was trained will always lead to an overestimate of its accuracy, validation must use a test set distinct from the training set. When the test set comes from the same cohort sample as the training set, the validation is said to be internal. External validation is when the training set and test set are from different cohorts. While external validation gives a better assessment of a model’s performance on unseen data, it is not always possible to amass enough data collected from different cohorts. For this reason, most ML models are initially evaluated using internal validation \([14]\). The difference between external and internal validation is visually represented in Figure 1.

Using internal validation requires splitting available data into a training set and a testing set. There are two ways of doing this. If there is a large quantity of available data, the data can often simply be split randomly into two groups. A validation set may be used to train the model and to optimize hyperparameters, the parameters set before the learning process is initiated \([15,16]\). VS is an exception for random selection, as it leads to overly optimistic prospective predictions \([17,18]\). A structural split is appropriate in this context \([19,20]\). Because classifier accuracy is predominantly dependent on how large the training set is, it is common to designate 70–80% of
available data as the training set, with the remaining 20–30% being the testing set. However, in some cases, this method of splitting causes the training and testing sets to not be satisfactorily large enough. This is when \( k \)-fold cross-validation becomes useful. The dataset is randomly split into \( k \) distinct partitions (with \( k \) customarily being set to 5 or 10). One partition is chosen to be the test set, and the remaining \( k-1 \) combine to form the training set to build a classifier. This classifier is evaluated with the test set. This process is done a total of \( k \) times (so that each partition serves as the test set exactly once), and the classifier that had the best performance is chosen as the final classifier to be used on unseen data.

There are several standard metrics for evaluating a classifier’s performance on a given test set. These are based on quantities calculated from the confusion matrix, which relates true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN). Among these are sensitivity (Equation 1) [21], specificity (Equation 2) [21], accuracy (Equation 3) [21] and the Matthews’ correlation coefficient (Equation 4) [22]. The closer all of these values are to 1, the better. Plotting specificity against (1 - sensitivity) yields the receiver operating characteristic curve. Taking the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC) is another measure of performance; an AUC of 0.5 means the classifier is behaving as if it were assigning classifications randomly, while an AUC of 1 means the classifier is optimally accurate. One final performance indicator that is specifically used for VS is the Boltzmann-enhanced discrimination of receiver operating characteristic, which is tailored to better evaluate performance of classifiers which rank predicted active compounds [23].

\[
SE = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} 
\]

\[
SP = \frac{TN}{TN + FP} 
\]

\[
Q = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} 
\]

\[
MCC = \frac{TP \times TN - FN \times FP}{\sqrt{(TP + FN)(TP + FP)(TN + FN)(TN + FP)}} 
\]

There are many parameters (stopping thresholds, number of trees or layers, length of training epoch, etc.) that need to be set for various types of classifiers. Rather than blindly picking values for these parameters and hoping for the best, it is typical for researchers designing the ML architecture to construct multiple models, each with slightly different parameter settings and compare their internal validation scores to choose the best.

Once a trained and evaluated ML model has been created and deemed satisfactory, it can be used to conduct VS on extremely large chemogenomic libraries. The highest scoring compounds are called hits, and are subject to \textit{in vitro} testing in order to verify if they have favorable target-binding activity. The yield of these tests is much higher than a normal HTS, since the ML model has already predicted binding. From this point, the most promising compounds (called leads) may be further developed and tested, hopefully becoming produced drugs. This ML for VS workflow is summarized in Figure 2.

\textbf{Artificial neural networks}

There are many different types of classifiers, each with their own advantages and disadvantages. In this review, we will focus on one classifier that is becoming massively popular and has proven to be very effective: the artificial neural network (ANN).

ANNs were one of the original proposed forms of ML, with their first simple manifestation being Rosenblatt’s perceptron in 1958 [24]. As can be inferred from their name, ANNs began as attempted reproductions of the...
interactions between neurons in the brain. They comprise layers of nodes, which together transform the input into output through weights, biases and activation functions. There are three types of layers in the classic ANN: the input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. The input layer and output layer are representations of the input to and output of the classifier, respectively. The hidden layers have a less intuitive name, but are conceptually simple; these are the layers between the input and output layers that transform the data in order to make predictions. An ANN can have any number of hidden layers. Figure 3 shows the relationship that ANNs have to other artificial intelligence concepts. Note that ANNs are a form of deep learning (DL). DL is a subset of ML in which inputs are successively transformed into alternate representations that better allow for extraction of patterns. The ‘deepness’ in an ANN comes through its hidden layers – the more hidden layers an ANN has, the more intermediate representations it encodes and the deeper it is. Another kind of DL is the deep belief network, which differs from an ANN in that it is unsupervised.

The typical ANN is fully connected, which means that every node in the input and hidden layers is connected to every other node in the next layer (the exception to this when convolution is used, which is explained below). The data must be transformed between every layer (otherwise the output would be identical to the input). The weight matrix of each hidden layer (and the output layer) conducts a linear transformation on the previous layer’s data, and the bias term can add a constant to this result. The resulting numbers are fed into an activation function in order to transform the data nonlinearly (since having only successive linear transformations could be accomplished with a single linear transformation from input to output, with no need for any hidden layers).

There are many types of activation functions, which are applicable in different contexts. If one wants to simply use a linear transformation for a given layer, they can use a linear or identity activation function. More often though, nonlinear transformations are required. One typical nonlinear activation is the sigmoid function. Sigmoid functions are continuous and differentiable everywhere (which is preferable for gradient descent), and are bounded (which is preferable for classification). Two common sigmoid activations are the logistic (Equation 5) and hyperbolic tangent (Equation 6) functions. Because these yield strictly positive results, the model is usually interpreted with 0 representing false/inactive and 1 representing true/active. If the model is being used for regression (i.e., is producing a numerical output rather than predicting from a finite number of classes), then it is important that none of the real outputs are negative, since it will be impossible for the model to produce these. Another nonlinear activation is the rectified linear unit (ReLU; Equation 7) [25]. ReLUs are similar to sigmoids in that they cannot propagate negative values, but unlike sigmoids, they do not have an upper bound. Because of this, they are called ‘non-saturating.’
While both sigmoids and ReLUs are useful in various situations, it has been shown that training is generally faster [26] and the resulting models are generally more accurate [27], when ReLUs are used in hidden layers. The vast majority of ANNs for VS presented later in this review exclusively use ReLU activations.

$$f(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(Equation 5)}

$$f(x) = \tanh x = \frac{e^x - e^{-x}}{e^x + e^{-x}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(Equation 6)}

$$f(x) = \max (0, x)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(Equation 7)}

The idea of the ANN has been around for over 50 years and advancements in both algorithms and hardware have greatly increased their performance, causing them to become more widespread over time. In 1986, Rumelhart et al. popularized back-propagation [28], which is a process that uses sequential gradient calculations to optimize the...
weights in a network. Specifically, this involves calculating the partial derivative of the chosen objective function (which is the prediction’s loss) with respect to each weight. Once these gradients are found, the weights can be updated so that the loss function approaches a local minimum. If all data points are used for updating with back-propagation, this process is called gradient descent. However, because reaching a local minimum involves multiple back-propagation calculations, using the entire training set can take too much time. This can be remedied by instead using stochastic gradient descent (SGD), in which weight updates are made after the gradient calculation of only a single, randomly selected point. The stochastic nature of SGD means that some noise will be introduced into the weight setting, but the technique is overall still very effective and is widely used. See Figure 4 for a visual representation.

A number of algorithmic breakthroughs happened throughout the late 2000s, such as unsupervised pretraining in 2006 [29]. As implied by the name, unsupervised pretraining involves calculation prior to SGD in order to initialize weights more effectively than simply setting them at random. In 2013, Sutskever et al. effectively demonstrated the importance of momentum [30], which is an improved version of back-propagation where local minima are reached faster by retaining information about previous updates. Momentum also adapts the size of updates, so that ‘steep’ gradients do not cause inordinately large changes (which could lead to overshooting a local minimum) and ‘flat’ gradients do not cause inordinately small ones (which could prevent sufficient progress to the minimum within the allotted training time). In 2014, dropout was debuted [31]. Dropout is used to improve the generalizability of an ANN. Each hidden node is given a probability of being ‘dropped’ by the network during training, meaning that its output is set to zero regardless of input. This means that no single node can dominate classification, which would usually lead to overfitting. Additionally, because different nodes are dropped with each iteration through the training data, the resulting network can, in simplified terms, be seen as analogous to the average of several slightly different networks [32].

These improvements, together with the all-around increase in computation speed and the increased use of graphics processing units (GPUs) to enhance performance [26,33,34], have given ANNs the boost needed to reach the level of popularity within the ML community that they have today.

A term frequently associated with ANNs is convolution. ANNs which use convolution are called Convolutional Neural Networks (often shortened to CNNs, or ConvNets). Convolutional layers are not fully connected, but rather pass a fixed-size filter over neighboring nodes throughout the input. This significantly cuts down the number of weights that need to be optimized by back-propagation, and has the added benefit of being able to detect similar features that appear throughout the data. Because of this, CNNs are typically associated with image classification [26].

The convolutional layers in CNNs are often followed by max-pooling layers, then by the typical fully connected layers to precede the output (Figure 5). The pooling layer reduces the size of the subsequent layer by only passing forward the highest value in every adjacent cluster of a certain number of nodes – for example, a size five pooling layer will pass on the maximum value of every group of five adjacent nodes. Doing this helps reduce noise. Strong current applications of CNNs, a class of ANNs, include natural language processing [35], object detection [36], visual tracking [37] and semantic segmentation [38].

One last important term to know is multitask learning (MTL) [39,40]. While MTL is not as widespread of a buzzword as DL and convolution, it is just as prevalent in VS research and important to understand. The traditional ML classifier uses what is called single-task learning, which means that it is trained on one specific task. However, it is often more effective to train on multiple, related tasks. This is due to inductive bias, which says that learning similar tasks together is easier than learning them separately, even if they are very complicated. In the context of
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Figure 5. Example architecture of a Convolutional Neural Network. Dropout would involve dropping certain nodes that are illustrated within the layers.
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Figure 6. Visual representation of multitask learning.

VS, the related tasks are usually a compound’s potential binding activity to different targets. MTL is effective here because while different targets bind to different ligands, the laws of physics and chemistry are constant. MTL is implemented in ANNs by training shared hidden layers on multiple different tasks, with different output layers determining the predicted result for an individual task in testing, as represented by Figure 6. This helps keep the network generalizable by preventing it from becoming overly specialized toward a particular target. MTL is also commonly implemented in $k$-nearest neighbors (kNN), another ML technique. Some researchers have used MTL with kNN for VS [41].

ANNs in VS

In comparison studies, ANNs have outperformed other ML classifiers in conducting VS. In 2014, Dahl et al. compared quantitative structure–activity relationship (QSAR)-ANNs with the more dominant ML classifier for VS at the time, Random Forests. They found that the ANNs mostly outperformed the Random Forests, and that those which employed MTL outperformed those trained on a single task [42]. These findings are supported by a more comprehensive 2017 study conducted by Lenselink et al. The researchers directly compared the screening performance of deep neural networks with varying architectures: Support Vector Machines, Random Forests, Naive Bayes classifiers and Logistic Regression models. The ANNs all outperformed the other classifier types with regard to standardized methods of accuracy evaluation (Boltzmann-enhanced discrimination of receiver operating characteristic and Matthews' correlation coefficient). The researchers also found that, among the ANNs, the ones with MTL were more accurate than the ones without [43]. In 2014, Unterthiner et al. demonstrated the efficacy of DL to be superior to seven target predictor methods, including commercial and ML predictors, on the ChEMBL database [44].
Table 1. Recent research utilizing artificial neural networks for drug discovery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Achievement</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prakash et al. (2013)</td>
<td>QSAR-ANN</td>
<td>Found CID_73621, CID_16757497, CID_301751, CID_390666 and CID_46830222 to be cytotoxic to human breast cancer cells</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilsland et al. (2015)</td>
<td>QSAR-ANN</td>
<td>Screened for senescence-inducing compounds and found 147 hits from a screening library of 2 million compounds. CB-20903630 was viewed as most favorable for further development</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korkmaz et al. (2015)</td>
<td>ANNs in addition to Naive Bayes, kNN, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines and Random Forests</td>
<td>Online VS tool utilizing most accurate models from a tested broader selection</td>
<td>[54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashtawy and Mahapatra (2018)</td>
<td>MTL, ANN</td>
<td>Proposed a novel multitask deep neural network capable of simultaneously predicting binding pose, binding affinity and classification of activity that performs better than conventional scoring functions</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallach et al. (2015)</td>
<td>DCNN</td>
<td>Introduced a DCNN designed to predict the bioactivity of small molecules for drug discovery applications while outperforming previous docking approaches</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Now that we have explained how ANNs and CNNs work, and presented evidence that these classifiers are among the best for conducting VS, we will conclude this review with a broad sampling of recent research utilizing ANNs for drug discovery. This is by no means comprehensive, but should provide a good overview of the specific ways in which ANNs are implemented in VS. It should also be noted that there is a whole body of work utilizing neural networks in biological modeling predating the research to be presented [45–50].

ANNs have most commonly been used for LBVS. In these studies, QSAR [51] information is often used as the input information about each compound, with the training data being known active and inactive compounds. If the trained ANN shows satisfactory performance in validation, it is then used on large, untested chemical databases. The resulting hits are usually further tested with docking or in vitro assays. One example of QSAR-ANN is Prakash et al.’s 2013 study [52], which used this type of ML to search for compounds that are cytotoxic to human breast cancer cells. Their model found five compounds with predicted target-binding activity that was validated by non-VS tests. Similarly, Bilsland et al. [53] used an ANN to screen for senescence-inducing compounds, using known agonists and molecular descriptor data. Their model produced 147 hits from a screening library of 2 million compounds. These hits underwent in vitro assays until one compound was identified as the most favorable for further development.

QSAR-ANN has also been used in ensemble methods, which are systems that use multiple types of ML classifiers to make more robust predictions. For example, MLViS [54], an online VS tool developed in 2015, utilizes ANNs in addition to Naive Bayes, kNN, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines and Random Forests. This particular ensemble model began by training and internally evaluating 23 classifiers of these types, then was launched for production with the ten most accurate trained models.

Though less prevalent, SBVS using ANNs have also been conducted. Instead of molecular descriptor data, these models are trained with structural information. The upside of this is that it is no longer necessary to have prior knowledge of active and inactive compounds. We will discuss two very different examples of ANNs for SBVS. The first of these is a deep ANN created by Ashtawy and Mahapatra in 2018 [55]. They initially constructed three distinct boosted Decision Trees to use compounds’ structures to predict target binding pose, binding affinity and classification of activity or inactivity. However, since these tasks are closely related, this is a prime situation for implementing MTL. The researchers’ ANN incorporates a shared hidden architecture to extract features useful for all three tasks, then later has additional task-specific layers which lead to each task’s output. Tests showed that the multitask deep neural net was just as accurate as or more accurate than single-task learning models and traditional docking.

Another ANN model for SBVS is AtomNet™ [56], developed in 2015 by Atomwise, Inc. Like the previous example, this ANN uses structural information to extract features that can predict novel binding compounds. However, instead of using MTL, AtomNet uses convolution. After training, the filters of the resulting CNN were shown to be detecting chemical functional groups, which are important factors in a compound’s binding ability. This contributes to AtomNet’s effectiveness, and when it was compared with docking methods, it significantly outperformed them. See Table 1 for a breakdown of the recent studies explained in this section.
Conclusion
As drug development becomes a slower and more expensive process, it is imperative to seek out emergent tools to make it more efficient. VS has proven to be a quick, high-yield method of finding lead compounds that have the potential to become effective drugs. While VS can take many forms, ML-based screens are among the least computationally expensive and have experienced significant success. Many different classifiers are possible for application to VS, and we believe that ANNs are one of the most promising. The techniques and studies described in this review show the unique benefits that this model provides and its increased use.

Future perspective
We imagine that the use of ML in VS, and particularly deep neural networks in VS, will only continue to grow in the coming years. Many collaborations between big pharmaceutical companies and software companies have cropped up recently and should hopefully begin to produce promising lead compounds to be developed into drugs that can enter clinical trials. While VS should significantly cut down the time taken in the initial stages of drug development, the refinement and testing of drugs will still take several years. However, we are hopeful that we will not have to wait much longer to see drugs that have been found with ML hit the commercial market.

While we recognize that classifiers such as Random Forests and Support Vector Machines are still frequently used and are unlikely to lose popularity in VS, we believe that ANNs will become the prevalent classifier for VS. In particular, we expect the use of convolution and MTL to spread throughout VS research due to their proven power for structure-based screens.

This paper covers only the discovery part of drug development, but we would like to note that computation will probably enter other phases. ML and molecular dynamics simulations, the simulation of molecular interactions using free energy and force calculations at very small timescales, are promising for testing drugs for harmful side effects without animal testing. This does not mean that drug development will become entirely simulation; rather, we expect that the tools of computational pharmacology will supplement in vitro and in vivo testing in a manner that increases efficiency and reduces the costs of the whole drug development process.

Executive summary

Virtual screening
- Virtual screening (VS) is an in silico method of screening thousands of chemical compounds to find potential ligands for a desired drug target.
- VS is a faster and higher-yield alternative to in vitro testing.
- VS can be done in a structure-based or ligand-based manner.

Machine learning
- Machine learning (ML) classifiers use training inputs and outputs to optimize an algorithm to produce outputs for future inputs.
- The Structural Risk Minimization principle dictates that there must be balance between overfitting to the training data and staying generalizable.
- The performance of a classifier is evaluated using validation; internal validation involves using test data from the same cohort as the training data, and external validation involves test data from a different cohort.
- Internal validation can be done with a simple split or k-fold cross-validation.

Artificial neural networks
- Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are one of the original ML classifiers, but have only recently surged in popularity due to the advances from back-propagation, unsupervised pretraining, momentum and dropout.
- ANNs consist of input, output and hidden layers; if an ANN has more than one hidden layer, it can be called a deep neural network.
- Weights, biases, and activation functions transform input data through the hidden layers to produce an output.
- Convolutional neural networks use filters to detect similar features throughout input data.
- Multitask learning involves training a single classifier on multiple classification problems, allowing for more generalizability and accuracy.

ANNs in VS
- A few comparison studies have found ANNs to outperform other classifiers for VS.
- ANNs for ligand-based virtual screening often use quantitative structure-activity relationship information to classify activity of compounds for a specific drug target.
- ANNs for structure-based virtual screening can use multitask learning or convolution to learn important structural features for binding to any druggable target.
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